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To enhance the speaking and communication skills of students.
To develop the sense of responsibility amidst them regarding issues related to the modern child.
To make them realize the importance of free and democratic country we live in.
To make them realize that they are the future of the nation.
To make them responsive towards their duties for the nation.

DESCRIPTION:

"The greatest legacy Dne can pass on to one's chitdren and grandchitdren is not money or
other material things accumulated in one's life, but rather a legacy of character and faith"

Poem - a medium through which one is able to express his/her emotions in a fruitful manner end
wrricn creates a lol'lg lasting impact on the listener. Keeping this in mind and to make our young
students responsive and aware citizens of our nation, an intra class activity of 'poem Dramatization;
Theme: Children - Future of the Nation was organized for the students of class II (A - E), The activity
was conducted in two rounds, In preliminary round all the students were given opportunities to exhibit
their speaking and communication skills. All the students participated in the activiiy very
enthusiastically wherein they were asked to recite a poem with full actions and expressions.
Information regarding the issues related to modern day child was shared with the students in the
classroom. Best five were selected by the respective class teacher for linal round. Related costumes
and props were used by the participants to make their act look more irresentable and meaningful. In
final round, five best participants were selected on the basis of their content, confidence, clarity and
communication' Judges appreciated the students' efforts, Winners were awarded with certificates and
prizes. Such activities enhance their social, moral and cognitive domain. A valuable message was sent
to students through this activity. Overall, the activity proved to be educational for all and ensured
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their cultural and moral deyelopment.
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